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Introduction

• Press are an important way to
channel TRI information into
communities
– Increase awareness of TRI as

a data source
– Interpret and localize data for

communities
• Purpose:

– Understand how TRI is covered by the press
– Identify data use examples
– Determine ways to support TRI data uses by press



Data Collection Approach

• Mentions of TRI in press, 2018-2023
– Google News and Talkwalker alerts
– Publication type, type of article, scope of article,

stakeholder type, industry, main topic, tools used
– Exclude peer-reviewed journals, reports, event

announcements, EPA press releases

• Review monthly with TRI program
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Media Mentions Overview

• From 2018 through September 2023:

47 states plus DC, PR, and Guam

846

1,660
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Articles by Year
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Media Mentions by Month
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Media Coverage by State
• No state-level 

media coverage 
for Kansas, 
Nebraska,  
South Dakota

• Most coverage 
for LA, IN, PA
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Scope of Articles

1,034 articles 300
articles

282
articles

27 17

TRI is most often discussed 
in press at a national scale. 
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Types of Publications
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Local Articles
• 80% of articles in local publications mention/discuss TRI at

the local/state/regional level.

• Many report on specific facilities in the area or the releases
as reported in the National Analysis.

• For some TRI data were used to demonstrate the need for
environmental improvements.

• Others mentioned TRI in stories about national PFAS
legislation or local PFAS issues.
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Types of Articles

73% of articles were 
traditional news stories

19% were blog posts 
from environmental and 
trade organizations
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Word Cloud of Article Titles
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Top Industries & Themes
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Media Mentions Examples
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Conclusions & Opportunities
• Number and breadth of mentions indicates press is a key

information intermediary

• Opportunities:
– Build relationships with journalists
– Misunderstandings of TRI
– Amplify TRI as a data resource and demonstrate its use at the

community level
– Data use cases

• Could expand analysis to social listening or use of media tracking
platform
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Recent Resources for the Press
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Benefits of Understanding Data Uses

Benefits to EPA
• Help EPA tailor TRI materials, such as

webpages and training, to better meet
users’ needs

• Potentially inform EPA’s regulatory and
programmatic decisions

Benefits to Other 
TRI Data Users

• Offer ideas of how TRI data can be used
that others can model

• Spark ideas for new applications of TRI data
• Share best practices for working with TRI

data

Benefits to You
• Increase visibility of your research or

project that uses TRI data
• Potentially expand networking

opportunities with other TRI data
practitioners



What’s Next for the TRI Program?
• Promote the ‘Share your TRI Data Uses’ webpage: www.epa.gov/toxics-

release-inventory-tri-program/how-are-you-using-tri

• Continue to build out the ‘Catalog of Applied TRI Data Uses’

• Create a TRI data “community of practice”

• Continue to analyze reported data uses to better support researchers and
others using TRI

For Discussion:
– What else we can do with media metrics to better support the press?
– How can TRI increase use of the data by the media?

https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program/how-are-you-using-tri
https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program/how-are-you-using-tri
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